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•	23.7”	x	31.5”
•	60.3	x	80	cm
•	Lithograph

Value: $2,000

Starting Bid: $1,600

Niki De Saint Phalle - “Tarot Garden” - 1991

Thank you, 

Niki Charitable Art Foundation!
An enfant terrible ever trying to escape the bourgeois existence into which she was 

born, Niki de Saint-Phalle taught herself painting and rose to artistic prominence 
through her colorful monumental outdoor sculptures of extravagantly voluptuous 
female figures. Early in her career, she became known for the abstract paintings 
she made by placing paint-filled bags above canvases and shooting them—a form 
of protest against patriarchy and rigidity. Through her “nanas”, a series of life-size 
papier maché dolls of the proverbial “everywoman”—including brides and mothers 
giving birth—de Saint-Phalle contemplated women’s societal roles. Later, inspired 
by Antoni Gaudí´s Parc Güell in Barcelona, she set out to create something equally 
impressive but made by a woman; the result was Il Giardino dei Tarocchi (The 
Tarot Garden), a garden filled with colorful sculptures based on Tarot card symbols, 
which she created over 20 years on land she acquired in Tuscany.
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Thank you, 

Zeinab Movahed!

Zeinab Movahed -“I Was There”- 2014 Collection

•	5’	2”X	4’	
•	Acrylic	and	pencil	on	canvas
•	Artwork	from	Iran

Value: $3,000

Starting Bid: $1,500

Zeinab was born in 1981 in Tehran, Iran, and holds a BA and MA in painting from 
Tehran Azad University of Arts and Architecture. She has several collections 
and has been recently featured in a solo exhibition in the Dacia Gallery in New 
York. The main characteristic of all her work is the deliberate elimination of the 
woman’s face and sometimes whole head, which is a soft protest to the empha-

sis placed on a woman’s sexuality. Zeinab says, “ I think the limitations and the 
censorship in Tehran have led me to deliver my message in a veiled way, which 
has in return strengthened my artistic work and has been able to get me closer 
to my own personal language.”
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•	36”	x	60”
•	Oil	on	canvas

Value: $7,000

Starting Bid: $3,500

Artist: Farnaz Zabetian 

Thank you,

Farnaz Zabetian!

Farnaz Zabetian was born and raised in Tehran, Iran. She started painting when 
she was 10 years old. Zabetian received her BFA from Azad Art and Architecture 
University of Tehran in 1998. .
The women in my paintings mirror the image of all eastern women from the part 
of the world where I come from. These women are a perpetuation of old and deep 
tumors that have been engrained in an eastern woman like me. A woman who 
from birth is in a struggle with social taboos, so much so that she will not know 
how to act without them. My symbolic and expressive look at a woman’s portrait 
is along the same line as the private thoughts that yearn to expose their wounded 
souls. The fishes and the crows in my paintings are metaphoric displays of fertility 
of an eastern woman and the chaotic side of her life.
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Value: $500
Starting Bid: $325    

Artist: Haleh Mahbood 
“Nostalgia - the Village”

•	16”	x20”	x	.75”
•	Acrylic	on	canvas

Thank you,

Haleh Mahbod!

Haleh captures the feeling of security and warmth that MAP creates for children 

in the villages of Iran.	Haleh Mahbod is a painter and a photographer.  Her eye for 
photography transfers to her contemporary impressionist paintings that reflect a 
personal and playful approach to art touched by footprints of her experiences.   

Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/halehmahbodart/  
Websites: Haleh-mahbod.pixels.com & https://www.artfinder.com/halehmahbod
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During the beautiful fall, the continuous molten ice water streams of Yosemite 
National Park glazes the grounds covered with the golden leaves to ascertain 

for new life.

Photographer: Salar Safaie
“Fallen” 

Thank you,
Salar Safaie!

Value: $1,500
Starting Bid: $800



Value: $400
Starting Bid: $200    

Value: $200

Starting Bid: $100    

Angels

Artist: Lila Salamat
“Forest and Birds”

•	16”	x	20”
•	Acrylic	on	canvas

•	8.5”	x	11”
•	Giclee	on	paper	

Thank you,

Shiva Pakdel!

Thank you,

Lila Salamat!

Saadi’s Angels (Fereshteh’) from Golestan’s handwritten lithographed book, over 
the Golden Gate Bridge. The original art was done by Michael Roman, a
San Francisco artist.
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•	Mix	media	oil	on	paper
•	31”	x	25”	in	a	frame

Thank you,

Dr. Bayesteh Ghaffary!
Value: $1,200
Starting Bid: $600

Value: $2,500
Starting Bid: $1,500  

Hidden Secrets
Asraar Nahaan

Artist: Sogol Pedram
“Gone With the Wind”

•	Original	acrylic	art
•	46	“x	35”

Thank you,

Sogol Pedram!
Born and raised in the well known historic city of Tehran, Iran, the talented Iranian 
mixed media painter & interior designer, Sogol Pedram incorporates a unique & diverse 
scope of life experiences, including both those from times of struggle and success into 
her artwork. Sogol's particular style in art combines Parsi calligraphic writing along with 
classical Iranian symbols, colors & motifs to create distinctive Middle Eastern artwork 
with a hint of Western influence. She often incorporates nudity & natural elements into 
her mixed media or acrylic paintings. Sogol received a BA degree from Azad University in 
Tehran and a Master's degree from San Francisco State University. She is a recipient of 
multiple awards in Tehran at various art exhibitions for work ranging from poster design 
to children's books. 
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Artist: Taraneh Ebrahimi

Artist: Soheil Rezakhani

•	27”	x	39.5”	

•	28”	x	35.5”

Thank you,

Taraneh Ebrahimi!

Thank you, 

Soheil Rezakhani!

Value: $2,600
Starting Bid: $1,200

Value: $1,200
Starting Bid: $600

Artwork from Iran

Artwork from Iran

Taraneh Ebrahimi was born in 1982 in Iran. She has a PHD in Biochemistry. She is 
a self-taught painter with a style of lyrical abstraction. Her artwork is being sold 
in France and USA.

Soheil Rezakhani was born in 1980 in Tehran, Iran. He is a self-educated painter 
with a teaching record in a private art school as well as in Zar Gallery for seven 

years. He has a drawing record for a book cover “Realm of white swans”, and has 
also painted on fabric.
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Artist: Shamsedin Ghazi

Artist: Mohamad Ali Sajjadi

•	27”	x	39”	

•	39”	x	59”	

Thank you,

Shamsedin Ghazi!

Thank you,

Mohamad Ali Sajadi!

Value: $800
Starting Bid: $400

Value: $7,000

Starting Bid: $3,000

Artwork from Iran

Artwork from Iran

Mohamad Ali Sajjadi was born in 1957 in Amol, Iran. He began painting and 
doing calligraphy in second grade. Sajjadi made his first short film, “WHO IS THE 
CLEVEREST OF ALL?” when he was 13. Then he made some 8 mm films in Free 
Cinema Workshops. His first amateur 16mm short film, “THE RAIL”, was made in 
1979. Two years later, he directed his first feature film, “THE ROAD”. It took him 
another three years to enter the professional filmmaking with “INVESTIGATION 
ON A MURDER”. He is also an active poet, novelist, and director. 
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Photographer: 
Ahmad Zafani Hashijin

Artist: Mohsen Karami

•	30.5”	x	38.5”

•	27”	x	21.5”	

Thank you,

Ahmad Zafani Hashijin!

Thank you,

Mohsen Karami!

Value: $470
Starting Bid: $200

Value: $5,000
Starting Bid: $2,500

Artwork from Iran

Artwork from Iran

Ahmad Zafani Hashjin was born in 1981 in Iran. He is a self-taught photographer. 
He is a news photographer in “Agh Dagh” magazine and cooperates with 
journalism websites. Some of his accomplishments are:
2014: 1st place in “My Town festival” Meshkin Shahr. 2013: 1st place in 
“Khalkhal Ashura pictures”. 2013: Selected Biennial of photography “Ilam                                     
culture and relatives”. 2011: 3rd place in “Spring Documentary Festival”.

Mohsen Karami was born in 1985 in Amol, Iran. Moshen obtained an MA in 
graphic design from Central Tehran Azad University in 2012; Masters degree from 
University of Art and Culture of Tehran, Maziar and Nima of Royan University 
founder of Khialaneh calligraphy academy in 2011, and a Master’s degree from 
Iranian Calligraphy Academy in 2004.
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Artist: 
Ali Moghadam Heidary

Artist: Soheil Rezakhani

•	28”	x	39”	

•	47”	x	35.5”

Thank you,
Ali Moghadam Heidary!

Thank you,
Soheil Rezakhani!

Value: $3,500
Starting Bid: $2,000

Value: $1,200
Starting Bid: $600

Artwork from Iran

Artwork from Iran

Ali Moghadam Heidary was born in 1985 in Tehran, Iran. He has a BA in graphic 
design/calligraphy from the University of Art and Architecture. 

Soheil Rezakhani was born in 1980 in Tehran, Iran. He is a self-educated painter 
with a teaching record in a private art school as well as in Zar Gallery for seven 

years. He has a drawing record for a book cover “Realm of white swans”, and has 
also painted on fabric.
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•	32”	x	32”	

Thank you,

Fereshte Yaghoubi!
Value: $1,300
Starting Bid: $700

Artwork from Iran

Artist: Fereshte Yaghoubi

Artwork from Iran

Fereshte Yaghoubi was born in 1983 in Tehran, Iran. She went to the University 
of Art and Architecture, where she received a Bachelor of Fine Art in painting 
and architecture in 2010. She has had a group exhibition in 2005 at the Shiraz 
Gallery. In 2010, she had a self-exhibition at the Hafez Gallery. She has also took 
part in Interior Design projects.

Artist: Lolita Baratpour

•	12.1”	x	12”	
•	Acrylic	on	canvas

Thank you,

Lolita Baratpour!
Value: $3,000

Starting Bid: $1,500
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Maryam has painted all her life. First, painting mainly in oil, she has more 
recently focused using acrylic paint, for its bright, vibrant hues. Like her jewelry 
designs, Maryam celebrates color and form in her visual artwork. 

Maryam has painted all her life. First, painting mainly in oil. She has more re-

cently focused on using acrylic paint, for its bright, vibrant hues. Like her jewelry 
designs, Maryam celebrates color and form in her visual artwork. 

Artist: Maryam Salemi

Artist: Maryam Salemi

•	37.5	“x	49.5”

•	61.5”	x	38”

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!

Value: $3,500
Starting Bid: $2,500

Value: $3,000

Starting Bid: $2,000
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Va de Vi translates to “It’s all about wine!” in Spain’s Catalan language. Of course, 
it’s all about food, too! Executive Chef Brad Zeller’s menu encourages diners to ex-

plore and share a variety of eclectic, international small plate portions. Bold tastes 
encourage diners to explore the large international wine list, easily navigated by 
tasting notes. Many wines are offered by the glass in addition to pre-arranged 
flights to allow diners to compare different wines and discover new favorites. A 
warm, casual elegance defines the ambiance. Outdoors, dine under an ancient 
oak tree or grab a table in the picturesque lane.

Value: $200

Starting Bid: $100

•	$200	Gift	Certificate

•	Va	de	Vi	Cook	Book

•	Located	in	Walnut	Creek

Thank you,

Va de Vi Bistro & Wiine Bar!

Thank you! 
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Artist: Hourian

Value: $300

Starting Bid: $150

•	8.5”	x	11”

Va de Vi Bistro & Wine Bar
Gift Certificate w/book



Medical Microdermabrasion 
Treatments

Brazilian Blowout

•	Five	Treatments
•	Intense	dermal	exfoliation	that	
exfoliates	the	surface	of	the	
epidermis	part	of	the	face.

•	Professional	smoothing								
treatment

•	Expires	12/31/2016

Thank you,

Rejuvinate MediSpa!

Thank you,
Beauty Deluxe Salon!

Value: $1,000
Starting Bid: $500

Value: $250
Starting Bid: $100

B
ea

u
ty

Spend more time doing whatyou love and less time doing your hair. Eliminates 
frizz, smoothes and adds shine for up to 12 weeks. Improves overall health of 

the hair. Location is at 1933 S. El Camino Real, San Mateo CA 94403. 

2 
Available



President Barack Obama 
Autographed Baseball

Muhammad Ali                   
Autographed Photo

•	Autographed	Baseball
•	Individually-numbered													
Certificate	of	Authenticity	
100%	guaranteed	authentic

•	16”	x	20”	Autograph	Photo
•	Individually-numbered													
Certificate	of	Authenticity	
100%	guaranteed	authentic

Value: $1,700
Starting Bid: $850

Value: $1,400
Starting Bid: $700
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Nicknamed “The Greatest”, and rightfully so, Muhammad Ali is a bona fide 
boxing legend. Born as Cassius Clay, this former heavyweight champion of the 
world boasts a career record of 56-5, with 37 of those wins coming via knockout. 
“The Fight of the Century” and “The Thrilla in Manila”, where he split bouts with 
the great Joe Frazier. In 1999, the BBC awarded Ali the “Sports Personality of the 

Century”, and Sports Illustrated crowned Ali as “Sportsman of the Century”.  

Barack Obama is the 44th President of the United States. Obama attended 
Columbia University and Harvard Law School and taught law at The University 
of Chicago Law School from 1992 until 2004. He was elected Senator of Illinois 
in 2005. Barack became the fourth US President to receive the Nobel Peace 
Prize “for his extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy and 

cooperation between peoples.” 



Carlos Santana                    
Autographed Guitar

American Sniper 
Autographed Movie Poster

•	Individually-numbered													
Certificate	of	Authenticity	
100%	guaranteed	authentic

•	Autographed	by:	Bradley	
Cooper,	Sienna	Miller	and												
Clint	Eastwood.

•	Individually-numbered													
Certificate	of	Authenticity	
100%	guaranteed	authentic

Value: $3,000

Starting Bid: $1,500

Value: $1,200
Starting Bid: $600
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American Sniper is a 2014 American biographical war drama film directed by 
Clint Eastwood and written by Jason Hall. It is based on the book American     
Sniper: The Autobiography of the Most Lethal Sniper in U.S. Military History 
(2012) by Chris Kyle, with Scott McEwen and Jim DeFelice. With 255 kills, 160 
of which were officially confirmed by the Department of Defense, Kyle was the 

deadliest marksman in U.S. military history. 

Carlos Santana is Mexican American musician who became well known through-

out the world in the late 60’s. His band, Santana, was the first band that mixed 
his Latin American roots with rock and roll. Santana has received numerous 
awards throughout his career, which include Ten Grammy’s, and three Latin 

Grammy Awards



2016 Olympics Greatest 
Autographed Photo

Angelina Jolie Pitt
Autographed Photo

•	Katie	Ledeckey:	5	Gold	medals,				
9	World	Championship	titles

•	Michael	Phelps:	23	Gold	medals,	
27	World	Championship	titles	

•	Simone	Biles:	4	Gold	medals,	10	
World	Championship	titles

•	Individually-numbered	Certificate	
of	Authenticity	100%	guaranteed	
authentic

•	8	“x	10”	Autographed	Photo
•	Individually-numbered									
Certificate	of	Authenticity	
100%	guaranteed	authentic

Thank you! 
Charity Grow

Value: $1,200
Starting Bid: $600

Value: $600
Starting Bid: $300
Angelina Jolie Pitt is an American actress, filmmaker, and humanitarian. She has 
received an Academy Award, two Screen Actors Guild Awards, and three Golden 
Globe Award. Beginning in the 2010s, she expanded her career into directing, 
screenwriting, and producing. In addition to her film career, Jolie is noted for her 
humanitarian efforts, for which she has received a Jean Hersholt Humanitarian 
Award and an honorary damehood of the Order of St Michael and St George 

(DCMG), among other honors.

The 2016 Olympics were the third most successful for the United States as far 
as the medal count (121). These Games also witnessed the thousandth Summer 

Olympic gold medal for the Americans. 
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Frank Sinatra 
Autographed Photo

Mariah Carey 
& Whitney Houston

Autographed Music Sheet

•	8	“x	10”	Autographed	photo
•	Individually-numbered													
Certificate	of	Authenticity	100%	
guaranteed	authentic

•	“When	You	Believe”	from	
Prince	of	Eygpt

•	Individually-numbered		
Certificate	of	Authenticity	
100%	guaranteed	authentic	

Value: $1,500
Starting Bid: $750

Value: $1,500
Starting Bid: $750

Autographed by Whitney Houston and Mariah Carey.  “When You Believe” is a 
song from the 1998 DreamWorks musical animated feature The Prince of Egypt., 
written and composed by Stephen Schwartz. It was also recorded for the film 
by singers Mariah Carey and Whitney Houston for the film’s end credits and its 

soundtrack album. 

“The Chairman of the Board” has won 11 Grammy’s, 4 Golden Globes, and 
3 Academy Awards in his 60 year performing career. He is one of 15 artists 
to receive the Grammy Legends Award, and received a Presidential Medal of 
Freedom from President Reagan in 1985, and a Congressional Gold Medal in 
1997. He has three stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame for his contributions to 

motion pictures, television, and recording.
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Diamond Clove Ring

•	0.43	cttw	
•	18K	Rose	Gold

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!
http://www.maryamsalemi.com

Value: $1,800
Starting Bid: $1,000

Diamond Ring and Bracelet 

•	Butterfly	Design
•	Flexible	but	not	re-sizeable
•	18K	White	Gold	and	white	
diamonds

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!
http://www.maryamsalemi.com

Value: $1,900
Starting Bid: $1,200
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Maryam has been designing since she was a little girl, making jewelry for herself  
and her loved ones. Pishi Design opened officially in 2010. Today, Maryam con-

tinues to pursue her passion for creating one-of-a-kind jewelry designs, made of 
the most exquisite materials, and using the finest workmanship from all over the 
world. 

Maryam has been designing since she was a little girl, making jewelry for herself  
and her loved ones. Pishi Design opened officially in 2010. Today, Maryam con-

tinues to pursue her passion for creating one-of-a-kind jewelry designs, made of 
the most exquisite materials, and using the finest workmanship from all over the 
world. 



Green Amethyst 18k 
Summer Vines Ring

•		deep	green	oval-shaped	
quartz	-	green	amethyst

•	with	accent	stones	of	pink	sap-
phire	and	diamond

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!
http://www.maryamsalemi.com

Value: $1,600
Starting Bid: $1,000

Round Diamond Earrings

•	Classic	small	round	disc	drop	
earrings

•	46	diamonds	measuring	a	total	
of	.80cttw

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!
http://www.maryamsalemi.com

Value: $1,612
Starting Bid: $1,000
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Maryam has been designing since she was a little girl, making jewelry for herself  
and her loved ones. Pishi Design opened officially in 2010. Today, Maryam con-

tinues to pursue her passion for creating one-of-a-kind jewelry designs, made of 
the most exquisite materials, and using the finest workmanship from all over the 
world. 

Maryam has been designing since she was a little girl, making jewelry for herself  
and her loved ones. Pishi Design opened officially in 2010. Today, Maryam con-

tinues to pursue her passion for creating one-of-a-kind jewelry designs, made of 
the most exquisite materials, and using the finest workmanship from all over the 
world. 



Handmade Earrings

•	18K	Gold	and	Sterling	Silver

Jewelry from Iran

Starting Bid: $300

Diamond Heart Bracelet

•	Rose	Gold	with	Diamonds

Value: $1,100
Starting Bid: $600

Thank you,

Maryam Salemi!
http://www.maryamsalemi.com

Maryam has been designing since she was a little girl, making jewelry for herself  
and her loved ones. Pishi Design opened officially in 2010. Today, Maryam con-

tinues to pursue her passion for creating one-of-a-kind jewelry designs, made of 
the most exquisite materials, and using the finest workmanship from all over the 
world. 
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Gold Ring

•	18K	Gold	

Jewelry from Iran

Starting Bid: $300

Coin Bracelet 

•	18K	Gold	and	Silver	

Jewelry from Iran

Starting Bid: $175
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Bird Pendant Necklace

Pomegranate
Pendant Necklace

•	18K	Gold	Morghe	Amin	pendant
•	18	K	Gold	Necklace

•	18K	Gold	Pendant
•	18K	Gold	Necklace

Jewelry from Iran

Jewelry from Iran

Starting Bid: $450

Starting Bid: $450
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Handmade Iranian 
Motif Earrings 

•	Made	in	Silver

Jewelry from Iran

Thank you! 
Montra Jewelry

Starting Bid: $100

To see more work from this artist please check out their instagram at: 
https://www.instagram.com/montra_jewelry/

Silver and Gold Ring

•	18K	Gold	and	Sterling	Silver

Jewelry from Iran

Starting Bid: $300 
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•	Silver,	copper,	brass	
and	turquoise

Handmade Silver 
Enamel Necklace

Shah Abbasi Pendant 

“Shah Abbasi” is one of the widely used symboles in Persian handcrafted pieces 
such as decorative tiles and rugs. I have used it with green Jade in this piece to 
also represent spring and rebirth of the nature. The pendant is all handmade. Each 
petal cut individually and welded together. It is made of silver and was oxidized to 
give the item more rustic look. 

Follow her on facebook:                                                                                                 

https://www.facebook.com/Sepideh-Hesami-jewelry-482380928447757/

Follow them on facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/Braza-jewelry-239806582720897/

•	Green	Jade
•	Oxidized	Silver
•	with	necklace

Thank you,

Braza Handmade Jewelry!

Jewelry from Iran

Jewelry from Iran

Thank you, 

Sepideh Hesami Jewelry!

Starting Bid: $100

Starting Bid: $100
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Handmade Iranian 
Motif Necklace

•	Silver	
•	with	Onyx	stone

Thank you,

Saeedeh Rahmati Jewelry!Starting Bid: $200

“Persian rugs have always mesmerized this artist. The inspiration of Shah 
Abbasi Flowers can be found in this piece.” 

To see more work from this artist please check out their instagram at: 
https://www.instagram.com/saeedehrahmatijewelry/

check out our website and instagram!
http://www.tornehgoldgallery.com/index.php/en/
https://www.instagram.com/tornehgoldgallery/

18K Gold Handmade Pendant
“Dance of Love”

The name of this item is “Dance of Love”. 
This pendant is 18k yellow gold and it is 
handmade. This item is combination of 
Sama and the word “Love” in Persian. 
The Sama represents a mystical journey 
of a man’s spiritual ascent through the 
mind. Sama is a mean of meditation on 
God through focusing on melodies and 

dancing.

Jewelry from Iran

Jewelry from Iran

Thank you,

Torneh Gold Galley!

Starting Bid: $120
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•	This	pendant	is	a	combination	
of	silver,	copper,	brass	and	
turquoise.

Pendant

Men’s Leather Farvahar 
Bracelet

The day I said no to science, and embraced art was the day that I was reborn. It¹s 
one of those decisions that has changed my life for the better. With every piece 
of jewelry that I design and make, I feel the freedom of choice. Freedom becomes 
tangible through every piece of jewel that I put together. Having sought training 
with master designers, I have learned the etiquette of a good design. However, I 
have joint my Persian heritage with my western life to create the kind of jewelry 
that brings out the richness and colorfulness of Iran with the contemporary and 

symmetrical taste of the west.

•	18K	solid	gold

Thank you, 

Hosna Arbaby!

Jewelry from Iran

Thank you,

Niloo Haddad!

Starting Bid: $100

Value: $300

Starting Bid: $150
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Eshgh Tassel Earrings

•	24k	gold	plated	sterling	silver

•	18k	gold	filled	and	24k	gold						
plated	over	sterling	silver

Value: $350
Starting Bid: $175

Eshgh Firooze Necklace

The day I said no to science, and embraced art was the day that I was reborn. It¹s 
one of those decisions that has changed my life for the better. With every piece 
of jewelry that I design and make, I feel the freedom of choice. Freedom becomes 
tangible through every piece of jewel that I put together. Having sought training 
with master designers, I have learned the etiquette of a good design. However, I 
have joint my Persian heritage with my western life to create the kind of jewelry 
that brings out the richness and colorfulness of Iran with the contemporary and 

symmetrical taste of the west.

The day I said no to science, and embraced art was the day that I was reborn. It¹s 
one of those decisions that has changed my life for the better. With every piece 
of jewelry that I design and make, I feel the freedom of choice. Freedom becomes 
tangible through every piece of jewel that I put together. Having sought training 
with master designers, I have learned the etiquette of a good design. However, I 
have joint my Persian heritage with my western life to create the kind of jewelry 
that brings out the richness and colorfulness of Iran with the contemporary and 

symmetrical taste of the west.

Thank you, 

Niloo Haddad!

Thank you, 

Niloo Haddad!Value: $500
Starting Bid: $250
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As a family-run and operated business we uphold the family tradition and legacy 
by emphasizing unparalleled quality, exceptional value, and personal attention to 
our customers.

Wire Necklace

Diamond and Emerald 
14K yellow gold ring

•	Wire	hoop

•	One	carat	round	brilliant								
diamond

•	Two	carat	sets	of	emeralds
•	Complimentary	sizing	and	
cleaning	at	any	of	our	locations

Thank you,

Jeu De Jupe!

Thank you, 

Sharif Fine Jewelers!
http://www.sharifjewelers.com

Value: $300

Starting Bid: $150

Value: $2,000

Starting Bid: $1,000
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Artist Avidéh Yaghmai-Samardar completed her education studies in UC Santa 
Cruz and San Jose State University in Multiple Subject Elementary Education. 
A mother of three beautiful daughters, she works full time as a Senior Center 
Director. Avideh’s Functional Art pieces are made with the highest quality clay 
and glazes. They are not only feast for the eyes, they are also perfect for serving 
feasts! The glazes are non-toxic, and the vessels are dishwasher proof. 

Derco Fine Jewelers is committed to providing exceptional quality diamonds 
and jewelry at very fair prices, with a dedication to service unsurpassed in the 
industry. Our staff is comprised of professional gemologists, goldsmiths, jewelers 
and salespeople, many of whom have worked at Derco since our San Francisco 
showroom opened over 30 years ago. Derco is proud to have an international 
staff that can serve customers in a variety of languages.

14K Butterfly Diamond 
Pendant

•	0.16	CT.
•	16	round	cut	diamonds
•	16”	chain

Thank you, 

Derco Fine Jewelers!
http://dercodiamonds.com

Value: $1,100
Starting Bid: $500

Large Ceramic Platter 

•	Farsi	calligraphy	in	red	clay
•	Turquoise	glaze

Thank you, 

Avidéh Yaghmai-Samardar!
Value: $200

Starting Bid: $100
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•	1	Beautiful	serving	tray

Starting Bid: $125

Pottery from Iran
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Beautiful Blue Tray

3 Piece Bowl Set

•	3	piece	Bowl	Set
•	Do	not	put	in	dishwasher

Starting Bid: $120

Pottery from Iran



Beautiful Turquoise Tray

•	1	Beautiful	serving	tray

•	2		Ceremic	Bowls	
•	Do	not	put	in	dishwasher

Starting Bid: $150

Starting Bid: $100

Pottery from Iran

2 Piece Bowl Set

Pottery from Iran
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2 Pillow Cases

•	Beautiful	pillow	cases	from	
Iran

Starting Bid: $150

3 Piece Accessory Set

•	Shawl	from																																
Michel	LeBrun	Paris	

•	Cluth	Purse
•	Bracelet

Thank you, 

Red Box!
http://www.theredboxonline.com

Value: $553
Starting Bid: $ 225

Pottery from Iran
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2 Sets of Coasters

•	12	coasters

Starting Bid: $100

3 Pillow Cases

•	Beautiful	pillow	cases	from	
Iran

Starting Bid: $250

Fom Iran
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Handmade Bidjar Design

•	14’	7”	x	2’	8”	
•	Runner	
•	Intricate	Pattern

Thank you, 

Mehrdad Elie!
Value: $2,000

Starting Bid: $ 1,000
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(Pomegranate) 

•	Ceramic

Thank you, 

Sima Talai!
Value: $200

Starting Bid: $100



Handmade Tabriz Rug

Handmade Lush Pile
Tabriz Design Rug

•	4’	8”	x	6’	10”	
•	Classic	Tabriz	Jallili	Design	
made	in	Pakistan

•	5’	6”	x	3’	7”	
•	Lush	Pile

Thank you, 

Serapi Rug Gallery!
www.serapiruggallery.com

Thank you! 
Mehrdad Elie

Value: $2,600
Starting Bid: $1,300

Value: $2,000

Starting Bid: $ 1,000

Serapi Rug Gallery, located in downtown Los Gatos is the Bay Areas source for 
high quality hand knotted rugs imported from across the globe. They provide 
services such as expert cleaning, repairs and appraisals.  Their inventory consists 
of the latest modern, traditional and transitional designs. This rug is very finely 
knotted from high quality hand-spun wool and silk pile. It is made of vegetable 
dyes. The knot count is approximately 225 knots per square inch. Total knots = 
approximately 1,073,000. It would take a skilled weaver 7 months to complete.

!
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Hand Woven Gabbeh

•	4’	0”	x	6’	1”
•	Pile:	Wool
•	Origin:	India

Thank you,
Medallion Gallery!

www.medallionrug.com
Value: $1,760
Starting Bid: $1,000

Photography Session

•	Weekday	photography	session	
(usually	at	the	family’s	home	or	
meaningful	location)	

•	Museum	quality,	black	&	white	
photograph,	signed	and	matted	
to	16x20	inches	or	a	$500	print	
credit

Value: $1,645
Starting Bid: $350

Thank you,

Schumacher Photography!

To see more work from this photographer please check out their website: 
http://www.schumacherphotography.com
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Interior Design - 2 Hours

•	2	Hours	of	interior	design	
consultation	with	and	interior	
designer	or	interior	architect	
within	Michael	Merrill	Design	
Studio

Thank you, 

Michael Merrill Design Studio!
Value: $750
Starting Bid: $250

San Francisco Bay
Motor Cruise

Winning bidder must contact them in advance to check on availiablity.  

Value: $450
Starting Bid: $250

•	BBQ	Lunch	anchored	out	by	
Angel	Island	for	4	to	6	guests

•	Valid	till	October	7,	2017

Thank you, 

Philippe & Annabel Lavielle!

To see more work from this photographer please check out their website: 
http://www.michaelmerrill.com
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The Sea Ranch 
Ocean View House

•	2	night	stay;	100	miles	from	SF

•	Stunning	oceanfront	home	with	
dramatic	coastline	views.		

•	2	master	suites,	2.5	baths	

•	Winner	must	pay	a	$300	cleaning	
and	tax	fee

Thank you! 
Maryam Salemi

Value: $1,300
Starting Bid: $600

MGM Grand Las Vegas

Winning bidder must contact them in advance to check on availiablity.  Please 
provide two different dates as options. 

Value: $600
Starting Bid: $300

•	2	night	stay	in	a	Studio
•	Valid	till	October	7,	2017

Thank you, 

Mehrdad Elie!

Winner is subject to and agreement “House rules” and sign a lease for the two 
nights. Contact owner for availability. For more info please visit:

https://www.vrbo.com/4171156ha
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Trump Tower Las Vegas

Dreams Los Cabos Resort

Winning bidder must contact them in advance to check on availiablity.  Please 
provide two different dates as options. 

Based on availability please contact Floria Hakimi to reserve your accomodation. 
For more information about the resort please visit

 http://www.dreams-los-cabos.com

Value: $600
Starting Bid: $300

Value: $2,600
Starting Bid: $1,500

•	2	night	stay	in	a	Junior	Studio
•	Valid	till	October	7,	2017

•	6	nights	and	7	days	
•	$100	Reservation	fee
•	No	cleaning	fee
•	Valid	till	April	8,	2017

Thank you,

Mehrdad Elie!

Thank you! 
Floria Hakimi
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Tahoe House

Carmel by The Sea Cottage

Winning bidder must contact them in advance to check on availiablity.  

This cottage, in Golden Rectangle of Carmel-by-the-Sea offers 3 Bedrooms, including a 
Master Suite with a walk-in closet, Carmel Stone gas insert fireplace & Jacuzzi, outdoor 
fireplace & a BBQ grill in an enchanted garden. One story. 
Based on availability please contact owner to reserve your accomodation. Fo more infor-

mation about the house please visit https://www.vrbo.com/4160800ha

Value: $1,300
Starting Bid: $600

Value: $ 2,000

Starting Bid: $800

•	2	nights	(Friday	&	Saturday)
•	3	bedroom	/	3	bathrooms
•	Incline	Village
•	Winner	must	pay	a	$300		
cleaning	and	tax	fee

•	2	nights	(Friday	&	Saturday)
•	3	bedroom	/	2	bathrooms
•	Winner	must	pay	a	$300		
cleaning	and	tax	fee

Thank you! 
Maryam Salemi

Thank you, 

Maryam Salemi!
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2 Round Trip Tickets

Starting Bid: $3,000

•	Economy	class	(with	space	available	business	class	upgrade)

•	Any	of	Etihad’s	USA	gateways	to	Abu	Dhabi	and	any	(1)	destination	
beyond	on	Etihad’s	network.

•	All	travel	must	be	completed	by	October	8th,	2017,	no	extensions	
allowed.

•	Service	inclusions	(i.e.	chauffeur	drive,	Etihad	guest	miles	and	
lounge	access)	will	not	be	included	with	these	tickets.

•	Seats	applicable	for	award	travel	are	subject	to	availability	in	the	
correct	class	of	service.

•	All	flights	must	be	operated	by	Etihad	Airways.

•	All	applicable	taxes	will	be	payable	by	the	recipient	at	time	of	
ticketing.

Thank you,

Etihad Airways!
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Darioush Wine

Darioush Wine 
Tasting for Four

A truly unique ninety-minutes tour and tasting experience offered daily in the 
winery’s luxurious Barrel Chai. Savor hard-to-find cheeses crafted by small family 
farms in California, Vermont and beyond. Served with Darioush current release 
wines. 

A truly unique ninety-minutes tour and tasting experience offered daily in the 
winery’s luxurious Barrel Chai. Savor hard-to-find cheeses crafted by small family 
farms in California, Vermont and beyond. Served with Darioush current release 
wines. 

Value: $560
Starting Bid: $280

Value: $560
Starting Bid: $280

•	6	Bottles	of	2015	Signature						
Viognier	

•	Fine	wines	artisan	cheeses																		
experience	for	four	at	Darioush	
Napa	Valley	wine	estate

Thank you,

Darioush Winery!

Thank you,

Darioush Winery!
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Turley Winery
6 bottles of Zinfandel Wine

Rattlesnake Ridge is an estate-owned and certified organic vineyard. Located at 
the top of Howell Mountain at about 2600 feet, the vines see more sun here then 
they would on the valley floor; however, it is much colder due to the elevation, 
and can even snow in the winter. All combined, these factors make for a truly 
unique wine: bold, strong tannins and an acid backbone that can only come from 
Howell Mountain.

Enjoy this fabulous wine country getaway in beautiful Alexander Valley between 
Healdsburg and Geyserville. Relax in this gorgeous 3 bedroom, 2 bath home 
located right on the beautiful Starlite Vineyards property, with exquisite vineyard 
and mountain views. Just a short bike ride away from the Russian River. Perfect 
for 4 or 6 wine lovers.

Value: $350
Starting Bid: $180

Value: $1,200
Starting Bid: $600

•	6	Bottles	of	Zinfandel	Wine

•	2-night	stay	at	Starlite	
Vineyards

•	3	bedroom,	2	bathrooms	
home

•	Complimentary	wine	
tasting	for	6	

Thank you,

Turley Winery,

Thank you,

Starlite Vineyards!
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Starlite Vineyards
2-Night stay and 

Wine Tasting for 6



www.MomsAgainstPoverty.org

Moms Against Poverty

P.O. BOX 4212, Burlingame, CA 94011

info@MomsAgainstPoverty.org


